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Hi! This book belongs to:

and this is how I look 

Once upon a time, in a land not so far away, a busy small business owner needed help answering calls so she could

rest for a day. She contacted an answering service to handle her phones, and found a company more skilled than

Black Belt Ninjas flying drones. With out of this world support and phone etiquette to impress

a queen, Specialty Answering Service was the business owner’s dream!

Helping small business owners everywhere :)



The small business owner, her name was Sue, loved SAS so much and her customers did too!

They never had to wait long for someone to respond, because their virtual receptionists

always go above and beyond.

Answering service with a smile



The messages were sent fast, with no hiccups in sight, and Sue was

working better, and resting well at night. Whenever her customers

needed help, an SAS superstar was always there, which made her

customers feel warm and fuzzy, like a soft teddy bear.

Messages at the speed of light



The universe was buzzing with news of her success, and all the local business owners

were super impressed. They wanted to know how she was capturing leads, and she

told them how Specialty Answering Service was filling her needs.

The universe was buzzing



Sue also had a friend who sold balloons in the

park, but with no answering service to help him,

his customer service looked stark. Sue told him

about SAS, her new business friend, and he knew

his customer support would be on the mend.

Help for a friend



He jumped on his rocket ship and zoomed through

space, so that he could sign-up with Specialty

Answering Service post haste. He was so happy

when he forwarded his calls to SAS because his 

competition would quickly be outpaced.

So nice to meet you



It wasn’t long before all small business owners

jumped on the wagon, and gone were the days

where business was draggin’. Now everyone could

sleep easy at night, knowing that their customers

were being treated just right ~ (even at 4 am)!

Business is booming



1006 9th Avenue, King of Prussia PA 19406

1-888-532-4794

specialtyansweringservice.net


